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Abstract

The investigation of the source term produced by core disruptive accident (CD A) is
strongly required from the viewpoint of the determination of the site suitable source term
(SSST). In this study the major sequence of the CDA is extracted for the unprotected loss-of
flow (ULOF) of the 1600 MWe class of MOX fueled core, and corresponding transport
mechanisms of the fission products (FPs) are then evaluated according to the transport pass
within the primary coolant system during the CDA. Dominant consequence of the CDA is
induced by the leakage of FPs accumulated in the cover gas due to the blow down of fission gas
bubbles out of the core entraining the volatile fission products followed by the energetics which
induce the acceleration of the coolant slug of the upper sodium plenum. In addition to the
qualitative discussion on the FP transport mechanisms expected in the CDA sequence,
experimental examinations are also conducted to evaluate the FPs retention factor of the
coolant sodium. The retention factor of aerosols measured in the water experiments is over
100, and evaluated to be about 30 for the real plant condition based on the conservative
extrapolation models.

1. Introduction

To prevent public exposure in the case of an FBR accident, the safety licensing procedure
in Japan requires to evaluate the effects of site-evaluation accidents (SEA) and show the site-
suitable source term (SSST) and the appropriateness of the distance separating inhabited areas
from facilities where nuclear power plants are sited The amount of the radiation dose in the
containment vessel that should be considered must reflect the evaluation results of the effects of
a core disruptive accidents (CDAs) that could potentially lead to fuel failure in the whole core,
although, from a technical viewpoint, this is not likely to occur. Therefore, we have to
evaluate the circumstances of a CDA event as mechanistically as possible based on the present
technologies, then determine and evaluate the methods of transport radioactive materials that
are generated in the transition process of the event, and evaluate the volume of radioactive
materials transported to a containment vessel.
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In this study, therefore, we determined the major mechanism of transporting FPs in the
transition process of a CDA event by surveying the accumulated knowledge. We then
classified the determined mechanism of transport and the accumulated knowledge based on the
available research and evaluation results of the effects of past core damage incidents. As the
object of this study, we estimated FPs retention capability of the sodium coolant to be the most
important item from among the various research subjects, since the knowledge is insufficient
despite its importance in evaluating the retention capability. FP retention capability depends
upon gas bubble behavior and aerosol dynamics and they could be simulated by water
experiment. To evaluate the retention capability, we tested the characteristic of dynamic
behavior of bubbles in water and dynamic behavior of aerosol in bubbles. As the same time, we
made analytical model to water experiments, analyzed the FP retention capability. We
extrapolated the retention capability from water experiments to the CDA condition of real
plant.

2. Characteristics of Fission Products (FPs) transport during CDA and
corresponding R&D needs

2.1. Characteristics of FPs Transport during a CDA

Below, we explain the mechanisms of transporting FPs by adopting a Unprotected Loss-of
Flow (ULOF) as a typical CDA event.

Fig. 2.1 shows the scenario of a typical CDA event. The series of initial events of a CDA
is called the initiating phase. Fig. 2.2 shows the initiating phase. In the initiating phase, a
mismatch between reactor power and coolant flow causes the temperature of the coolant to rise,
causes the coolant boiling in about 15 seconds. When the coolant is boiling, the hottest fuel is
broken first to release the noble gas and, subsequently, volatile FPs such as Cs and I through
the gaps between the pellet and clad. While the noble gas is going up to the cover gas, some
of the released volatile FPs is dissolved into the coolant by means of various mechanisms.
Others reach the cover gas with the noble gas bubbles. After the hottest pin breaks, fuel pins
in the inner core break incoherently at the rate of 40 assemblies per second, while most of the
volatile FPs in the inner core are released with the noble gas. Noble gas and volatile FPs that
don't dissolved into the coolant are accumulated in cover gas space. Investigation of
accumulation of FPs in the cover gas is strongly required to evaluate the SSST. Because the
volatile FPs may be leaking to the containment vessel through the seal structures, and integrity
of seal structures may be challenged due to the decay heat of FPs in the cover gas.
Accumulation of FPs in the cover gas can be evaluated by FPs retention factor of sodium
coolant. FPs retention capability depends upon chemical and physical forms of release of FPs
(Cs, I, Csl, Nal, and 12) from failed fuel, bubble behavior (coalescence, break up and
recoalescence), aerosol dynamics (diffusion, gravitational fall down, chemical reactions
deposition of FPs on entrained coolant droplets).

What occurs after the initiating phase is called the transition phase. Fig. 2.3 shows the
transition phase. In the initiating phase of the CDA of the 1600 MWt class of core being
evaluated, it directly enters the transition phase without passing through a state of energetics
emergence. In about 20 seconds, the inner core is degraded and enters the transition phase.
In the degraded inner core, non-volatile FPs are built up in the void space due to the fuel
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temperature over 3200 K. At the same time, the coolant starts boiling in the outer core and
causes fuel pins to break one after another, when volatile FPs are released accompanied by
noble gas bubbles in fuel pins and partly dissolve in sodium. Those not dissolved in sodium are
then transported to the cover gas. As fuel continues to melts, the outer core is also degraded
within 25 to 30 seconds, causing total core molten fuel pool. In this state, most of the non-
volatile FPs are accumulated in the void space of the degraded core.

If the reactor has become the state of super-prompt criticality or the energetics because of
fuel pool sloshing or some other reason such as current fuel fall down, it enters the post
disassembly core expansion phase (PDE). On the other hand, if it hasn't become the super-
prompt criticality, it becomes a subcritical state after part of the fuel is released from the core
region. The reactor then becomes a post-accident core material relocation (PAMR) and post-
accident heat removal (PAHR) phases.

In the PDE phases, the molten fuel temperature reaches over 4000° K due to the
emergence of energetics. Fig. 2.3 shows the PDE phase. The fuel material and non-volatile
FPs become a liquid/gas two phase state, and expand outside the core and flow into upper core
sodium pool. When sodium coolant in the upper plenum contacts the fuel material, it
evaporates and forms a CDA bubble. At this point, most of the non-volatile FPs are released
into the sodium. CDA bubbles accelerate the sodium slugs in the hot pool and compress the
cover gas, when the fixed plug and incident seals receive several impacts. As a result, volatile
FPs accumulated in the cover gas and sodium may leak into the containment vessel through the
incident seals.

During the PAHR and PAMR phase, the temperature and pressure of the cover gas
increase due to the decay heat of the noble gas and volatile FP accumulated in the cover gas.
Depending on the response of the FBR structure, therefore, FPs in the cover gas may leak into
the containment vessel through incident seals.

2.2 Behavior of FPs and Issues to be Investigated

In the foregoing section, we explained the behavior of FPs transported in the transients
during CDA event, and proved that it is important to evaluate accumulation of FPs in the cover
gas. Because the volatile FPs may be leaking to the containment vessel through the seal
structures, and integrity of seal structures may be challenged due to the decay heat of FPs in the
cover gas.

Below, we extract the major mechanism of FP transport, and indicate what must be
addressed in this study. Fig. 2.4 shows the major transport behavior of FPs during a CDA,
which can be classified as follows.

A. Release of volatile FPs with noble gas bubbles from failed fuel pins in inner core and
outer core to cover gas
This transport mechanism of FPs is object and scope of this study. Because This

investigation is very importance to settle the SSST, and insufficiency of current status of
knowledge. We should evaluate FP retention capability of the sodium coolant, that is to say,
bubble behavior, aerosol dynamics, chemical and physical forms of release of FPs from failed
fuel, and transport of FPs to primary system such as intermediate exchanger (IHX) and primary
pumps.
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B. Accumulation of noble gas and volatile FPs in cover gas
This investigation is very importance to settle the SSST, and no experimental results. R

and D needs are heat production by |3 and y decay of FPs, and loss integrity of structures
due to FPs decay heat.

C. Leakage of noble gas, volatile FPs and to containment vessel through incident seal
structures
This investigation is very importance to settle the SSST, and insufficiency of current

status of knowledge. R and D needs are leak tightness of seal structures, and effect of slug
impact.

D. Direct dispersion ofnon volatile FPs from degraded core to the sodium coolant.
This investigation will be required to settle the SSST, and experimental results can be

obtained by ORNL and FZK. R and D needs are CDA bubble behavior.

E. Transport of FPs from sodium coolant to cover gas or the surface of structures
This investigation are required to settle the SSST, and experimental results in PNC and

FZK. R and D needs are deposition of FPs on the surface of core internal structures (CIs) and
reactor vessel (RV), evaporation of FPs to cover gas.

F. Transport of FPs from cover gas to sodium coolant or the surface of structures
This investigation is importance to settle the SSST, and no experimental results. R and D

needs are dissolution of FPs to the coolant, deposition of FPs on the surface of core internal
structures (CIs) and reactor vessel (RV).

Among the FPs related to the above mechanisms, the amount of FPs transported into the
cover gas decisively influences the amount of FPs transported to the containment vessel. To
evaluate the volume of FPs transported into the cover gas, therefore, we evaluated FP retention
capability, that is to say, the behavior of bubbles in the coolant and volatile FPs (aerosol) in
the bubbles.

3. Study of FP retention capability in the primary coolant system

3.1. Overview of the study

Aerosol transport in a bubble was studied for evaluating FP retention capability in the
primary coolant system. As iodine is the most important element to estimate source term, our
study focused on iodine. In the fuel, most iodine is thought to be Csl because of its chemical
stability. Physical form of Csl may change through solid to gas depending on its temperature,
when it is released with noble gas at fuel failure. However, after released from a fuel pin, most
Csl is thought to be solid, because it is cooled by the expansion and the sodium coolant. Solid
particles in a bubble, which could be treated as aerosols, are reduced while rising in coolant
with the bubble. So, aerosol transport in bubbles is important to estimate FP retention capability
in the primary coolant system.

FP retention capability depends upon the bubble behavior and the aerosol dynamics in
a bubble, and the retention capability of sodium can be simulated by water experiment.
Experiments with water were performed to observe the bubble behavior and to simulate the
aerosol transport in a bubble. From the results of water experiments we made a analytical model
of retention capability and confirmed the property of the model. For evaluating retention
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capability in a real plant, the analytical model was extrapolated by considering the differences of
geometries and the physical properties of materials.

3.2. Experiment

3.2.1. Test model
Fig.3.1 shows the test model designed to simulate the reactor upper plenum. The

model consisted of an acrylic test vessel and air discharge line. The test vessel was a half-scaled
height and 30° sectors model of a large FBR reactor vessel. A perforated plate was set at the
bottom of the test vessel and a upper subassembly model was connected to one of the holes of
the plate from under to simulate the noble gas ejection.

3.2.2. Test procedures
The experimental methods are as follows. (l)Accumulate aerosols in the air tank.

(2)Pressurize the tank to a certain pressure, which simulates the whole fuel pin failure occurring
coherently in a subassembly. (3)Open the shut-off valve and eject the gas containing aerosols to
the pool. (4)Exhaust all the cover gas by the exhaust pump and a part was sampled to
measure the number of the aerosols transported to the cover gas. The measuring was continued
until the count rate decreased to the background level.

DOS(Di-Octal-Sebacate) was adopted as the aerosols because its geometrical
diameter could be regarded as aerodynamic diameter without conversion which dominate
aerodynamic behavior of aerosols, and its handling is easy. Aerosol diameter and water depth
were varied as parameters. Aerosol diameter was varied from 0.3 to 2.7 n m. According to
SPARC code [1], which bases on the Fuchs model and evaluates the aerosol retention in a
rising bubble, retention factors (which is given by initial amount divided by remained amount in
a cover gas) for sub-micron diameter aerosols were evaluated to be the smallest.

3.3. Results

3.3.1. Bubble behavior
The bubble behavior observed in the upper plenum test model was

summarized(Fig.3.2) [2]. Discharged air caused a periodic formation of discrete globule
bubbles. The globules were broken up into small bubbles of less than 10 mm in mean diameter
before the collision with the UIS. The small bubbles were rising in the pool along the UIS and
form a plume. In the rising process, some large bubbles were formed by coalescence of small
bubbles at the top of the plume. These large bubbles were rising and growing along the UIS and
reached the water surface. We called the former zone where globules were formed the Outlet
zone and the latter the Breakup/Coalescence zone.

3.3.2. Aerosol retention capability test
Fig.3.3 shows retention factors measured in the test. The retention factors for 3m of

pool depth were over 100 for any aerosol size in the tests. Retention factors for small aerosols
increase exponentially to pool depth. Retention factors for large aerosols has saturation trend at
deeper pool region. Therefore, the dependency of retention factor on aerosol diameter is strong
at shallower pool region but weak at deeper pool region.

3.4. Analysis
Experimental analysis was conducted to make an aerosol retention behavior model.

3.4.1. Models
Some models were made to estimate the retention of aerosols in accident conditions.

As described in the bubble behavior section, the bubbles were divided into three types in view
of characteristics of the bubble behavior, which are globules in the outlet zone, small and large
bubbles in the breakup/coalescence zone. Bubble size and inside gas flow are much different for
each bubble type. Bubble behavior strongly affects the retention factor of the bubble. So,
retention factors were estimated for each bubble type respectively and make a total retention
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factor.

3.4.1.1. Outlet zone aerosol model
Aerosol retention by entrained droplets was modeled for inside the subassembly and

the globule bubble. As the gas in the subassembly is flowing fast, a lot of entrained droplets of
water is made(Fig.3.4). Entrained droplets catch aerosols like spray droplets because they are
rising at different velocity. The difference between the two velocities are very high, this
mechanism is thought to be dominant in this zone.

3.4.1.2. Bubble growth model
Besides retention models, the small bubble coalescence was modeled to estimate the

large bubble volume and its ratio to the total ejected gas. As the aerosol retention in large
bubbles is considered small, the ratio is important to get a total retention factor. This model is
essential for extrapolating different fuel failure condition like CD As.

Fig.3.5 shows a schematic of the bubble coalescence model. Top of the bubbles, which
consists of large bubbles, makes a spherical cap as a whole. Small bubbles rise after the
spherical cap of the large bubble. As small bubbles are well mixed in the wake by vortex, we
treated a small bubble as a particle and its concentration follows convective diffusion. The
spherical cap radius was changed with height to represent the growth of the cap. The rising
velocity of a cap bubble was obtained from Bernoulli equation.

3.4.2. Experimental analysis
Using these models and some other analysis code such as TRAC(two phase flow

analysis code) [3] and SPARC(described above) code, retention factors were estimated for
experimental conditions. The result of this experimental analysis is also shown in Fig.3.3. The
analysis underestimates for small aerosols, but shows good agreement on pool depth
dependency.

3.4.3. Extrapolation
Extrapolation for a real plant CDA condition was conducted with these models and

some assumptions. As the experimental bubble behavior seems to be well simulated to the real
plant condition, these models based on the behavior of the tests are basically useful for real
plant analysis. However, extrapolation for hydrodynamic models is necessary to consider
differences of sodium/water and gas ejection characteristic. In CD As many assemblies fail in a
short period of time. This affects little on the bubble behavior at the outlet, but large on the
breakup and coalescence behavior.

3.4.3.1. Outlet zone
Entrained droplet was estimated from inlet flow in a assembly. Coolant flow coast

down at the accident, however about 20% of steady flow is expected at fuel failure, which
produce pressure between the inlet and the outlet of a assembly. About 1% of droplet
volumetric fraction was obtained from evaluating the pressure drop of the droplet flow. The
concentration of entrained droplets was estimated with this droplet volumetric fraction and
used in the calculation of retention factor in the outlet zone.

Retention factor was estimated about 6 with the same model developed by the analysis
of water experiments. In the estimation, physical properties of sodium and noble gas were
considered as well as the geometrical differences between the experiment and a real plant.

3.4.3.2. Breakup/Coalescence zone
Retention factor of small bubbles was estimated by extrapolating water experiments on

the basis of Fuchs model. In Fuchs model, retention factor is calculated as follows;
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fCm-Vtrs t e x p |—v
Here,

Cm : Cunningham correction factor
Vb : bubble rising velocity p : aerosol density
d : aerosol diameter [/. : gas viscosity
D : bubble diameter At : residential time

At and D have distribution, which are difficult to estimate. So, the retention factor of
a plant was estimated by extrapolating water experiments by using the differences of
representative values of At and D.

ln(RFw)

The average bubble diameter was used for the representative value of D which was
observed for water experiments as Dw. DN was estimated as the bubble in sodium which has the
same stability of Dw using the bubble shape correlation between Reynolds, Morton, and Eotvos
number [4]. DN was estimated about 1.6 times larger than Dw.

The time in which the top of the bubbles reaches to the surface was used as the
representative value of At. It was estimated from the bubble growth model. In the bubble
growth calculation, all the gas ejected from the assemblies was treated as a whole and plant
configuration was also considered. At was calculated 3 seconds, which was 2 seconds in the
calculation for the water experiment.

3.4.3.3. Total RF
Total retention factor was calculated as follows;

1 fL 1-fL
RF RF(o) x RF(l) RF(O) X RF(S)

RF : total RF
RF(o) : RF of Outlet zone
RF(s) : RF for small bubbles
RF(1) : RF of large bubble (assumed 1)
fL : volume ratio of large bubbles (estimated from the bubble growth model)

Total retention factor for CDA of a plant was estimated 30 for 0.5 // m aerosol of Csl.
The aerosol diameter was estimated on the assumption that all Csl were ejected as aerosols and
grown by coagulation. It is thought to be conservative because large amount of aerosol in
addition to Csl release at fuel failure. The result shows that the aerosol retention in CDA is
about 1/3 of the water experiment. It is considered that smaller aerosol mobility in noble gas,
which has higher viscosity, and larger size of gas bubbles in Sodium, which has higher surface
tension, mainly cause the reduction of the retention factor.

3.5. Summary of retention capability study
Retention factors of aerosols in the pool were measured in tests using water, which

was simulating the release of FPs ejected with the noble gas into the sodium pool in a FBR
accident. Aerosol diameter(0.3~2.7 v. m) and water depth(0~3m) were varied in the test.
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Retention factors increase according to water depth and aerosol diameter. They were over 100
for 3m of pool depth for all diameter in tests.

Experimental analysis was conducted to model aerosol retention behavior in accidents.
The analytical model underestimates retention factor for small aerosols, but shows good
agreement on pool depth dependency.

Extrapolation to real plant CDA condition was performed with the model developed
for a large FBR. The retention factor of CDA was estimated about 30 under conservative
conditions.

4. Summary

The investigation of the source term produced by core disruptive accident (CDA), which
will be enveloped by the site evaluation accident (SEA), is strongly required from the viewpoint
of the determination of the site suitable source term (SSST). In this study the major
consequence of the CDA is extracted for the unprotected loss-of flow (ULOF) of the
1600MWe class of MOX fueled core, and corresponding transport mechanisms of the fission
products (FPs) are then evaluated according to the transport pass within the primary coolant
system during the CDA. Dominant results are summarized as follows:

i. Dominant consequence of the CDA is induced by the leakage of FPs from the cover
gas boundary to the containment system, where the FPs are accumulated in the cover
gas due to the blow down of fission gas bubbles out of the core entraining the volatile
fission products such as Cs and I with aerosol form discharged from degraded fuel pins.

ii. The leakage of FPs is potentially enhanced by the occurrence of the energetics which
induce the acceleration of the coolant slug of the upper sodium plenum and then the
compression of the cover gas.

In addition to the qualitative discussion on the FP transport mechanisms expected in the
CDA sequence, experimental examinations are also conducted to evaluate the FPs retention
factor of the sodium coolant under condition that the fission gas bubbles are blown down
entraining the volatile FPs in aerosol form. Experiments with water are conducted to observe
the bubble behavior in the coolant and to simulate the aerosol transport in the bubbles.
Dominant results are:

i. The retention factor of aerosols measured in the water experiments is over 100 for the
3m of pool depth for the aerosol diameter of 0.3 to 2.7 micron meter simulating the
typical accident conditions.

ii. The retention factor is evaluated to be about 30 for the real plant condition based on the
conservative extrapolation models.
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